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Biblical text from the Gospel of Matthew found fused to metal from the World Trade 
Center wreckage at Ground Zero in Manhattan.  “Ye have heard that it hath been said, 1

An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth: But I say unto you, That ye resist not evil: but 
whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also.” 
 

Love as a Foreign Policy: September 11  
and Turning the Other Cheek 

 Multi-billionaire FACEBOOK co-founder Mark Zuckerberg called for “understanding, 

empathy and love” as the way forward in responding to global terrorism. In March 2016, the day 

after three coordinated suicide bombings in Brussels by Islamic radicals, Zuckerberg said;  

I believe the only sustainable way to fight back against those who seek to divide us is to create a 
world where understanding and empathy can spread faster than hate…. where every single 
person in every country feels connected and cared for and loved. That's the world we can and 
must build together.  2

Though raised Jewish, Zuckerberg claims now to be an Atheist. 

 Accessed last April 12, 2016: http://www.nytimes.com/live/pope-visit-2015/an-enduring-message-of-forgiveness/  1

Zuckerberg’s comments are presented and used positively here at the beginning of this essay. However as an important 
aside, there is also some measure of hypocrisy for Zuckerberg to denigrate GOP Presidential candidates saying “I hear 
fearful voices calling for building walls– instead we should be building bridges” all the while each of his estates are 
walled and gated with round-the-clock armed security and high-tech surveillance. 

 Accessed last April 4, 2016: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3515535/Mark-Zuckerberg-calls-understanding-2

empathy-love-defeat-terrorism-wake-bombings-globe.html#ixzz44rqSmGmQ   
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 Senator Ted Cruz is presently a leading candidate for the 2016 Republican nomination for 

President of the United States. He is also the most overt evangelical Christian in the race. In 

responding to a presidential debate question on how he, as President, would respond to the Islamic 

State. Senator Cruz answered;  

We will utterly destroy ISIS. We will carpet-bomb them into oblivion. I don’t know if sand can 
glow in the dark, but we’re going to find out!   3

One media outlet reporting on the debate posted a follow-up article headlined, “GOP Candidates 

Compete On Who Will Commit The Most War Crimes Once Elected.”  In the United States, GOP 4

candidates (Grand Ole Party) generally means the Christian candidates.  

 Something is amiss when a notable atheist is calling for a response of love and a notable 

Christian is talking about carpet-bombing human beings into oblivion such that the desert sand 

glows in the dark. This essay seeks clarity on the question; What should “turn the other cheek” 

mean to a Christian President the morning after a September 11?   5

 In his 1920 speech before a cheering Munich audience Adolf Hitler said, “I belong to those 

who, when they receive a blow on the left cheek, pay back with two or three.”  This all begs the 6

question, how should one who belongs to Christ, a Christian political leader, respond to a blow on 

the left cheek? The answer might seem straightforward. One who belongs to Christ would 

seemingly behave like Christ, they would respond like Christ would respond, like Christ did 

respond. They would respond like Christ taught his followers to respond. Seemingly a Christian 

would obey those clear teachings whether they felt like it was the right response at the time or not.  

 Accessed last April 4, 2016: http://www.politico.com/story/2015/12/cruz-isil-bombing-216454#ixzz44rtKzVqq3

 Accessed last April 4, 2016: https://theintercept.com/2016/02/09/gop-candidates-compete-over-who-will-commit-4

most-war-crimes-on ce-elected/

 Representing the other side of the political aisle, a couple generations earlier, U.S. President Harry Truman was sworn 5

in at his inauguration on April 12, 1945 with his hand on two open Bibles. One Bible was opened to the Ten 
Commandments in Exodus. The other was open to the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew. His biographer David 
McCullough wrote how Truman “knew many [Scripture] passages by heart, particularly Matthew 5, 6, and 7, the 
Sermon on the Mount.” As I noted in my earlier book on the Sermon on the Mount; “More than just an aside, one 
wonders how he reconciled issuing the order to bomb Hiroshima and Nagasaki with his admiration for the Sermon on 
the Mount.” Source: McCullough, David. Truman. (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1992), 55.

 Hitler, Adolf. “Warum sind wir Antisemiten?” August 13, 1920, in Hitler: Sämtliche Aufzeichnungen, 202.6
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 Since the pressing question of this essay involves the interpretation and application of 

specific well-known and important Biblical texts for Christian identity and life, to begin 

hermeneutically with some abbreviated measure of commentary and exposition of those texts is 

important. In my earlier book on the Sermon on the Mount I repeatedly refer to “the summit of the 

mount” which I contend is where Jesus taught his followers the way of enemy love.  In Matthew 7

5:39 Jesus famously said “Do not resist an evil person. If someone strikes you on the right cheek, 

turn to him the other also.” As Bonhoeffer’s pacifist friend Jean Lassarre noted in his book on War 

and the Gospel;  

In fact there is not even a passage positively justifying or recommending the legitimacy of active 
and violent ‘resistance’ to injustice. In the New Testament, if there is a question of resisting, it is 
only resisting the devil, or God, never of resisting men.   8

The concern of this essay is more properly on non-retaliation than on a more general notion of non-

resistance. The concern here is not active resistance or self-defence in an active situation of 

violence. The reader will misinterpret and potentially misrepresent my position if this is not kept in 

mind. The concern is whether once struck, the Christian political leader is justified before God to 

retaliate. The source of half of the confusion in the application of this simple teaching of Jesus is 

ambiguity about to whom it applies, to the individual believer only, or also for Christian nations?  9

There is no section of the Bible like here at the summit of the mount (enemy love) where 

corporately, Christians contort themselves more to get out from underneath its demands. 

 Hickey, Steve. Obtainable Expectations: A Timely Exposition of Sermon on the Mount. Alachua, Florida: Bridge 7

Logos Foundation, 2012.  “If the Sermon on the Mount were really a mountain, we would be getting very near the peak, 
the summit [here at 5:38-48]. Here the air is very thin and only fully-devoted followers of Christ can climb on. It is at 
this place that many turn back… [Jesus’ expectations of his followers] do not get any higher than loving enemies…. 
with this text, we are well above the tree line, clearly in the highest elevations of this great teaching of Jesus” (p.225).

 Lassarre, Jean. War and the Gospel. (London: James Clark & Co. Limited, 1962 English trans), 31. Lassarre mentions 8

one exception in the footnote on this sentence– “Except for Gal. 2:11; but this is verbal, not physical resistance.”

 This is the second of the two main issues of interpretation with regard to the Sermon on the Mount. The first being, is 9

it liveable? Is it an obtainable standard? My strong contention in my aforementioned Sermon on the Mount book, 
Obtainable Expectations, is absolutely, it is liveable and obtainable. The second issue then becomes who is it for, an 
individual believer or also for Christians corporately, including nations claiming to adhere to Judeo-Christian values? 
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 Christians quickly hide behind Romans 13 arguing God delegates to governments the power 

of the sword. Romans 13 does say just that, except the passage does not say God agrees with and 

sanctions every pagan government’s decided use of the sword. And most certainly, Paul was not 

telling Christians that they are justified to forsake the path of mercy and love if and when they one 

day assume positions of power. Why then are so many Christians today defending the values of 

pagan Romans and the ethics of Nero? Perhaps it should be the case that governments in the 

Christian sectors of the world are based more on the ethics of Jesus rather than on the ethics of 

Nero? It is remarkable how much weight Christians throughout the centuries have given to this 

eisegesis of Romans 13:4. Somehow it outweighs fifty verses from Jesus on showing mercy and 

love.  

 Retreating therefore to a bifurcated interpretation of “turn the other cheek,” in that it applies 

to Christians interpersonally but not to Christians corporately and politically, is to entirely miss all 

that the Apostle Paul underscored in the chapter immediately before Romans 13, chapter twelve. 

Chapter twelve of Romans reads much like the Sermon on the Mount;  

Love must be sincere… Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse… Do not repay 
anyone evil for evil… Do not take revenge, my friends, but leave room for God’s wrath, for it is 
written: “It is mine to avenge; I will repay,” says the Lord. On the contrary: “If your enemy is 
hungry, feed him; if he is thirsty, give him something to drink. In doing this, you will heap 
burning coals on his head.” Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good.” 
  

Those were Paul’s instructions immediately prior to his Romans 13 statement on Christians living 

submissively under pagan governments (to whom God has delegated the power of the sword). 

There is no caveat that they do not apply to the Christian later, if and when they find themselves in 

positions of power and political authority.  

 There is no caveat that these divine strategies of responding to hate and hurt with love and 

responding to evil with good only work on a small scale. My contention here is those who have 

been faithful and obedient in smaller situations can be entrusted with the same in larger situations. 
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Jesus never differentiated between loving a neighbour and loving a neighbouring nation.  10

Effectually it is as if we believe Jesus said; “These are some strategies that I commend to you for 

little matters. Honestly, for the more complex conflicts I have nothing for you in terms of heavenly 

wisdom or strategy so go ahead and ‘do unto them what they’ve do unto you’ and I’m okay with 

whatever response seems and feels right for you at the time. Not to worry, forgiveness comes easy 

with me, and grace cheap.”  

 The title of this essay, Love as a Foreign Policy, is an intended double entendre. Loving 

those who strike us does not come natural to us, it is a reaction entirely foreign to our very nature as 

human beings. The argument in this essay however is also to postulate that love is the Divine 

strategy, not just for individuals, but that is also is a counter-intuitive Divine strategy for national 

foreign policy. In 2 Corinthians 10:3-4 the Apostle Paul wrote; 

Indeed, we live as human beings, but we do not wage war according to human standards; for the 
weapons of our warfare are not merely human, but they have power to destroy strongholds. 

In Ephesians 6:12, Paul speaks additionally on our battles and conflicts and speaks again of 

offensive and defensive spiritual armour for Christians but he added the critical point that; 

Our struggle is not against enemies of blood and flesh, but against the rulers, against the 
authorities, against the cosmic powers of this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil 
in heavenly places.  

Here lies a secret to understanding how it is we can obey Jesus literally and love enemies. They are 

not actually our ultimate Enemy. At minimum, we have in common with those on the other side of 

 Leo Tolstoy settles this centuries-old, unnecessary uncertainty with a simple appeal to the words Jesus used and what 10

they would have meant to his original hearers. “…[N]eighbour in the Hebrew language meant, invariably and 
exclusively, ‘a Hebrew.’” Considering the lengths he went to describe the thoroughness of his study of these words, that 
he seems to imply Jesus spoke this originally in Hebrew, not Aramaic, is peculiar. His justification may be it is the same 
word and meaning as in Luke 10:29 where the “neighbour” is a Samaritan– someone a Hebrew would have clearly not 
regarded as a neighbour. Finding the same meaning in Acts 7:27, his conclusion is “‘neighbour’ in Gospel language, 
means a compatriot, a person belonging to the same nationality…. And so the antithesis used by Jesus in the citation, 
‘love thy neighbour, hate thine enemy,’ must be in the distinction between the words ‘compatriot’ and ‘foreigner.’” 
Tolstoy contended his supposition was further confirmed when seeking the Jewish understanding of enemy. “The word 
enemy is nearly always employed in the Gospels in the sense, not of a personal enemy, but, in general, of a ‘hostile 
people.’” His citations are Luke 1:71,74; Matthew 22, Mark 12:36 and Luke 20:43. Based on the words Jesus used, 
Tolstoy’s conclusion is that it is not possible that Jesus intended his teaching to be applicable only on the interpersonal 
level. Source: Tolstoy, Leo. My Religion–What I Believe. (Guildford, UK: White Crow Productions Ltd, 2009 reprint of 
the 1884 text), 72.
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our earthly conflicts a real Enemy who exacerbates and escalates earthly conflicts hoping we do his 

work for him and destroy each other. We can begin to love earthly enemies when we have this 

greater understanding and perspective that those who strike us really do “know not what they do.”  11

They are human beings, as are we, and it is the intention of the real evil principalities in the world 

to try and destroy us both. Love as a spiritual weapon for Christian retaliation destroys that 

diabolical plan.  

 The Sermon on the Mount tells us “[for the Father in heaven] makes his sun rise on the evil 

and the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous. For if you love those who love 

you… even the pagans do the same.”  The distinguishing difference, the mark of genuine 12

Christlikeness, is enemy love. When love is most difficult, that is when love matters most. Granted, 

it gets exponentially harder to implement strategies of love in international conflicts than it does in 

interpersonal conflicts, but perhaps this is the strategy that distinguishes the Christian President 

from a secular one. Again, care must be taken to not confuse active resistance or self-defence in an 

active situation of violence with the matter of retaliation, the subject of this essay. Even so, military 

retaliation is simply an easy out and Christian (Sermon-on-the-Mount-obeying) political leaders 

need to lead the way in bringing forth creative alternatives.  13

 Luke 23:34. In his pamphlet, Letters on War, in specifically referencing the Transvaal War, Leo Tolstoy wrote “and 11

therefore it is utterly useless, even impossible to be angry with such men [our enemies] and to condemn them, when one 
sees the true causes of their behaviour…” (London: The Free Age Press, 1900), 6.

 Matthew 5:45-46.12

 My late friend, Senator George McGovern, flew 35 bombing missions over Nazi-occupied Europe. Having seen first-13

hand the misery of war, after his 1972 defeat by Richard Nixon for the U.S. Presidency, he devoted the rest of his life to 
promoting Food for Peace. President John F. Kennedy said Senator McGovern “supervised the greatest humanitarian 
achievement of the Kennedy/Johnson administration, the Peace Corp not excepted.” McGovern championed “a people’s 
war with corn instead of cannons, with farmers instead of Marines, with agricultural technology instead of battle plans, 
with food instead of fear…” McGovern said  “American food has done more to prevent Communism than all the 
military hardware we have shipped around the world.” Few know that prior to his political life he was a seminary 
graduate and Methodist minister. He told me several months before his death in 2012 that the Hebrew prophets and the 
Sermon on the Mount were his guiding force throughout his life. For him, Food for Peace was simple obedience to the 
Sermon on the Mount and Romans 12:20, “if your enemy is hungry, feed him.” Sources: McGovern, George. 
Agricultural Thought in the Twentieth Century. (Indianapolis, IN: Bobbs-Merrill Co. Inc., 1967), 526. Also Schmitz, 
David and T. Christopher Jespersen, eds. “Feeding the World and Thwarting the Communists: George McGovern and 
Food for Peace” in Architects of the American Century: Individuals and Institutions in 20th Century Foreign Policy 
Making. (Chicago: Imprint Publications, 2000), 109.
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 It is my contention in this essay to argue that responding to violence with violence is the 

simplest recourse, in Sermon-on-the-Mount-speak, it is the wide easy road that so many political 

leaders are on which leads us all to destruction (Matthew 7:13-14).   Having introduced the 14

concerning question of this essay with recent and historical examples of its application; and then 

having set forth several basic points of exegetical clarity for interpreting the “turn the other cheek” 

and related texts; it will be most helpful to now engage two leading Christian ethicists, Stanley 

Hauerwas and Jean Bethke Elshtain, both of whom have contributed significantly to the public 

discourse on this essay’s driving question: What should “turn the other cheek” mean to a Christian 

President the morning after a September 11th? 

 After September 11, Hauerwas and Frank Lentricchia, quickly compiled, edited and 

published a collection of essays into a book entitled; Dissent From The Homeland: Essays After 

September 11. Hauerwas began by mentioning how troubled he was that secular intellectuals failed 

to intervene or even question the war on terror. More troubling however to Hauerwas was to see the 

“capitulation of church and synagogue to the resurgence of American patriotism and 

nationalism….”  

God and Country are back…. They want America to be ‘religious,’ but they want to make clear 
that this is not a religious war… With extraordinary speed George Bush has become a scholar of 
Islam, assuring us Islam is a tradition of peace. We find it curious, given Christianity’s history, he 
does not find it necessary to assure us that Christianity is a tradition of peace.  15

In America, in an remarkable reversal of reality, Islam was morphed into the religion of peace while 

Christianity again became the religion of war. Retaliation undeniably belongs to war, not to peace, 

not to Christianity. 

 During the period of time I was writing this essay, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry was in Hiroshima Japan for 14

talks with G-7 world leaders. Secretary of State Kerry participated in a wreath-laying ceremony at the Hiroshima 
memorial; Kerry being the first top U.S. official to visit the site since an American nuclear bomb exploded just above 
that very spot, levelling the city and killing immediately or eventually 140,000 citizens in August, 1945. There were 
touching words but no apology. Does it really mean much if we lay down a wreath but remain unwilling to lay down 
our nuclear weapons? We persist down the easy, wide road toward more destruction. Source: Last accessed on April 13, 
2016… http://edition.cnn.com/2016/04/11/politics/john-kerry-hiroshima-memorial/index.html?eref=rss_world 

 Hauerwas, Stanley and Frank Lentricchia eds. Dissent From the Homeland: Essays After September 11. (Durham & 15

London: Duke University Press, 2003), 7. (Originally published as Volume 101, Number 2, South Atlantic Quarterly, 
2002.
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 The September 10, 2001 issue of TIME magazine– note the September ten issue– named 

Stanley Hauerwas the “best theologian in America.” In his memoir Hauerwas writes, “then 

September 11, 2001, ensured that few people would notice that I had been so named.”  Earlier that 16

year Hauerwas was invited to give the prestigious GIFFORD LECTURES at the UNIVERSITY OF ST. 

ANDREWS.  Hauerwas wrote “the argument I developed in the GIFFORD LECTURES shaped my 17

response to September 11, 2001.”  Specifically his argument was, in part, “the historical claim that 18

Jesus’ death and resurrection determine everything, even our understanding of time and of the 

retrospective narration of events that we call ‘history.’”  19

 The connection between this argument and Hauerwas’ response to September 11 was his 

observation that most Americans, politicians and commentators, both Christian and non-Christian 

were talking about September 11 as a “decisive event” that “forever changed the world.” Hearing 

these claims Hauerwas wrote;  

I knew we were in deep theological trouble… [this] was exactly the problem. For Christians, the 
decisive change in the world, the apocalyptic event that transformed how all other events are to 
be understood, occurred in A.D. 33.. Having spent decades reading Yoder and four years writing 
the Gifford Lectures, it was clear to me that September 11 had to be considered in the light of the 
crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus. In some ways, I felt as if my whole life had been 
preparation for September 11, 2001. Of course, like everyone else I was not prepared for the 
sheer horror and terror of that day. But because I had learned to think theologically and 
apocalyptically about time I was prepared to resist the apocalyptic descriptions of September 11. 
It had taken sixty years of training to give me something to say, or at least to pray, in response to 
September 11. 

Perhaps those sentiments seem too personal to be construed as any sort of helpful scholarly 

argument answering the pressing question of this essay. However, looking more closely it is evident 

that the measure of Christian maturity to respond Christianly to a September 11 comes from having 

spent decades actually trying to live and obey the Sermon on the Mount. Responding to September 

 Hauerwas, Stanley. Hannah’s Child: A Theological Memoir. (London: SCM Press, 2010), 261.16

 These lectures were titled With the Grain of the Universe and are published in his book by that title.17

 Hauerwas, Hannah’s Child, 264.18

 Ibid., 263.19
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11 in the anger and emotion of the moment is hardly a mature godly (spiritual) response. Political 

leaders, even Christian ones (perpetually immature ones having never grown up into any real 

obedience to the Sermon on the Mount), seem to believe there are no other tools in the toolbox 

except to fight fire with fire.  Correctly responding to September 11, as Hauerwas explains, takes a 20

capacity to think theologically and apocalyptically about time, and all in light of the most 

significant decisive event that changed the world forever, the death and resurrection of Jesus. 

 For Hauerwas, the key to a Christian or Sermon on the Mount (turn the other cheek) 

response to September 11, 2001 lies in 33 A.D.. Fully capable of calling down fire from heaven on 

his crucifiers, Jesus immediate response was to pray for his enemies– “Father, forgive them for they 

know not what they do.” No testosterone-talk of making the sand underneath their feet glow. There 

was something fundamentally different in him than was in those who cursed him and came against 

him violently. Turning the other cheek is to shut the door on violence. It is to acknowledge that the 

violence is in them, and may continue to be in them, but that what is in them is not going to come 

into us.  

 To turn the other cheek, in the manner of 33 A.D., is to not allow the blow to phase you or 

alter the determination of who God has called you to be in the world. Perhaps it is a way to say, “is 

that all you’ve got?” Perhaps it is to go down hard but rise again three days later. It is to say, “You 

  Using a measure of crass to more strongly and memorably state my point, “Confucius says it is only when a 20

mosquito lands on your testicles that you realise there is always a way to solve problems without using violence.” The 
weapon ISIS is presently using to terrorise the world isn’t the single knife beheading someone kneeling in an orange 
jumpsuit. The weapon is video and social media. If indeed we insist on fighting back in kind, certainly our most 
brilliant minds can figure out how to wage a winning tactical social media war against radical Islam. If only we were a 
fraction as creative in figuring out ways to respond with goodness and love (thus heaping burning coals on their heads) 
than we are in concocting more devastating and precise ways to kill enemies we might have fewer of them. In days past 
I would scoff at celebrities sticking their nose into matters of domestic and foreign political policy. However, at some 
point it occurred to me if we continue to only let the Generals speak we are only going to get military solutions. It has 
not been working to try and bomb violent ideologies into extinction. Just this week Irish rock star and activist Bono 
addressed the U.S. Congress to encourage them to take swift action to deal with the global refugee crisis and violent 
extremism. Bono suggested using comedy to fight extremist groups. "It's like, you speak violence, you speak their 
language. But you laugh at them when they are goose-stepping down the street and it takes away their power. So I am 
suggesting that the Senate send in Amy Schumer and Chris Rock and Sacha Baron Cohen, thank you.” Perhaps there is 
some measure of brilliance in the suggestion, after all, there seems to be a self-imposed fear-based gag-order on 
cartoonists and comedians making light of anything Islamic (especially after the satirical French publisher Charlie 
Hedbo offices were the target of 2011 and 2015 terrorist attacks.) Islam is an honour society. International dishonour 
could perhaps put some constructive shame, humiliation and embarrassment to good use in the cause of peace. Source: 
Last accessed on April 13, 2016… http://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/ap/article-3536517/U2s-Bono-testifies-Congress-
violent-extremism.html .
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missed. I remain on the high moral ground. You will not knock me from that place in Christ.” 

Certainly it is to not let the aggressor decide your next move. It is as Karl Barth said in his 1933 

political pamphlet (Theologische Existenz Heute!) to theologians responding to Hitler’s initial 

oppressions upon becoming dictator––“to go on as if nothing happened.”  From the vantage point 21

of looking back five years later Barth offered clarification on his statement– carry on as if nothing 

had happened– 

…suddenly, I had to say the same thing in a situation where it could no longer have the slightest 
vestige of an academic theory. Without my wanting it, or doing anything to facilitate it, this had 
of necessity to take on the character of a summons, a challenge, a battle cry, a confession.   22

There is discernible congruency here between Hauerwas and Barth in responding to crisis events 

and political enemies. Hauerwas pointed to our Confession, what 33 A.D. meant in terms of Jesus’ 

death and resurrection as the decisive event of world history. Barth’s battle cry was a similar charge 

to the theological thinkers of his day imploring them to continue to focus on what Jesus did, his 

dying and rising again, and focus not so much on what Hitler had been doing. What Hitler did 

should not change what we do. What Jesus did determines what we do. Hitler’s intensifying blows, 

for Barth, meant “there is no more urgent demand in the whole world” than to focus in the midst of 

it on 33 A.D.. 

 After Hauerwas made his point that the key to Christianly responding to September 11 is 

resting in 33 A.D., he shared how he was praying in those aftermath hours.  Again, these might 23

seem irrelevant citations to draw from in composing an academic inquiry into Christ-like September 

11 responses. However, prayer and praying for enemies is the way of a Christ-like response. The 

Christian can pray for enemies because they realise their “struggle is not against flesh and blood.” 

The Christian can love enemies because they realise their flesh and blood enemy is actually just a 

 Gorringe, Timothy. Karl Barth: Against Hegemony. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 20. 21

 Barth, Karl. How I Changed My Mind ed. J. Godsey. (Edinburgh: St. Andrews Press, 1969), 46.22

 Hauerwas, Hannah’s Child, 265-266.23
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person, like them, whom dark spiritual principalities and power are using to kill them both. Turning 

the other cheek is, in part, to turn to God in prayer for His aid in a greater cosmic struggle playing 

out on the earth. In the aftermath of September 11, perhaps we could say the Christian President 

turns to God. And, turns the nation to God.  

 This Hauerwas movement to prayer as an initial Christian response is again, consistent with 

Jesus’ prayer from the Cross for his enemies. However, even here, our prayers must be Christ-like. 

From my vantage point as a leader within evangelicalism in America during the years immediately 

following September 11 there became a growing sense that our prayers were hardly Christ-like. 

Patriotism and nationalism quickly crept into our prayer meetings. Christ-like responses to 

September 11 are responses that are not infused with anger and emotion, or patriotism and 

vengeance. A Christ-like response is not to use prayer as a weapon to curse.  A Christ-like response 24

to September 11 taps into the love and mercy that was modelled for us in 33 A.D.. 

 So essential is this non-retaliation to a Christ-like response to September 11, Stanley 

Hauerwas unapologetically claims one can’t be a Christian and respond any other way. He 

 The beloved American author (pen-named) Mark Twain wrote a short but biting little book with the explicit 24

instructions it not be published until after his death. It is the best thing I’ve found on praying for enemies. The book is 
titled “The War Prayer” and it begins with a parade during a time when the country was taking up arms; “in every 
breast the holy fire of patriotism” was burning. Bands were playing, flags were waving, toy pistols were in the hands of 
the children as the young volunteers marched in their new uniforms. Sunday came and “in the churches the pastors 
preached devotion to flag and country and invoked the God of Battles, beseeching His aid in our good cause.” The 
churches were filled, a war chapter from the Old Testament was read, a battle hymn was sung and then came a long 
prayer in moving and beautiful language. “The burden of its supplication was that an ever-merciful and benignant 
Father of us all would watch over our noble young soldiers and aid, comfort, and encourage them in their patriotic 
work; bless them, shield them in the day of battle and the hour of peril, bear them in his hand, make them strong and 
confident, invincible in the bloody onset; help them to crush the foe, grant to them and to their flag and country 
imperishable honour and glory….”  As the pastor prayed, an aged stranger (angel) approached and stood next to the 
pastor. When the prayer was over the pastor noticed the special guest at his side and allowed him to address the 
congregation. The message of this messenger was that God actually heard two prayers when the pastor was only 
praying his one prayer. When the pastor was beseeching blessing upon themselves, a curse was being spoken upon the 
neighbour. He then proceeded to interpret the other prayer God heard; “O Lord our God, help us to tear their soldiers to 
bloody shreds with our shells; help us to cover their smiling fields with the pale forms of their patriot dead; help us to 
drown the thunder of the guns with the shrieks of their wounded, writhing in pain; help us to lay waste their humble 
homes with a hurricane of fire; help us to wring the hearts of their offending widows with unavailing grief; help us to 
turn them out roofless with their little children to wander unfriended the wastes of their desolated land in rags and 
hunger and thirst, sports of the sun flames of summer and the icy winds of winters, broken in spirit, worn with travail, 
imploring Thee for the refuge of the grave and denied it– for our sakes who adore Thee, Lord, blast their hopes, blight 
their lives, protract their bitter pilgrimage, make heavy their steps, water their way with their tears, stain the white snow 
with the blood of their wounded feet! We ask it, in the spirit of love, of Him Who is the Source of Love… Amen.” 
Source: Twain, Mark, with drawings by John Groth. The War Prayer. (New York: Harper & Row, 1923), pages 

unnumbered.
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concluded his book Performing the Faith: Bonhoeffer and the Practice of Nonviolence with a 

chapter entitled September 11, 2001: A Pacifist Response. There he states his claim that a Christian 

simply can’t be a Christian and be violent at the same time. 

I am a Christian. I am a Christian pacifist. Being Christian and being a pacifist are not two things 
for me. I would not be a pacifist if I were not a Christian, and I find it hard to understand how 
one can be a Christian without being a pacifist. But what does a pacifist have to say in the face of 
terror? Pray for peace? I have no use for sentimentality.   25

When asked directly the concerning question of this essay, What should “turn the other cheek” 

mean to a Christian President the morning after a September 11th? Hauerwas explained it this way;  

And my answer is, how does a Christian ever get elected President of the United States? I mean I 
would assume that they would have been interrogated about what it means to turn the other 
cheek before they ever got to be president. And that would have made them– not ready 
candidates to be understood as people who would be ready to do anything to defend the 
American people.  So the question itself already presupposes a Constantinian form of 26

Christianity that I do not represent. 

In terms of September 11, America is a country whose politic is fundamentally determined by 
September 11th. When September 11th occurred I said “this is the next fifty years and maybe 
longer than that” because Americans are determined to find a way to get out of life alive. And we 
think that if we have the strongest military that will be able to provide that result. And of course, 
it’s just bullshit.  27

Though I concur with Hauerwas’ basic point, more preciseness is needed when making general 

statements about the possibility or impossibility of being a President and a Christian at the same 

time. Such a statement assumes that Christ-like non-retaliation is to be elevated to a salvific 

qualification. In the same way others might contest that one cannot be a homosexual and a Christian 

at the same time, it is perhaps more theologically precise to simply assert one has to make a notable 

 Hauerwas, Stanley. Performing the Faith: Bonhoeffer and the Practice of Nonviolence. (London: Society for 25

Promoting Christian Knowledge, 2004), 201.

 Hauerwas’ answer at this point is quite similar to that of Leo Tolstoy’s a century earlier: “No moral man, not even an 26

incompletely immoral person, can be on the throne or be a Minister or legislator, the determiner and definer of the fate 
of nations. A moral, virtuous statesman is as great an inward contradiction as a moral prostitute, an abstemious 
drunkard, or a meek brigand. The activity of every Government is a succession of crimes.” Source: Tolstoy, Leo. The 
One Thing Needful. (London: a The Free Age Press four pence pamphlet estimated publish date 1903), 19. 

 Verbatim transcript of my recording of Stanley Hauerwas’ comments in Dr. Michael Mawson’s Great Thinkers In 27

Theological Ethics course at the University of Aberdeen on March 11, 2016.
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departure from a central aspect of Christlikeness to be a Christian President while also being pro-

retaliation. 

 Contrary to my suggestion in the title of this essay, Hauerwas denies he is an advocate of 

any sort of  “alternative foreign policy.” Reiterating with additional clarification he added; “I do not 

have a foreign policy. I have something better– a church constituted by people who would rather die 

than kill.”  A few pages earlier he lamented how foreign this is to what comes natural to us as 28

Americans; “The way to go on in the face of September 11, 2001, is to find someone to kill. 

Americans are good at killing…”   29

I never really wanted to be a pacifist. I had learned from Reinhold Niebuhr that if you desire 
justice you had better be ready to kill someone along the way…. [But then Yoder came along 
with his extraordinary book, The Politics of Jesus and…] convinced me that if there is anything 
to this Christian ‘stuff,’ it must surely involve the conviction that the Son would rather die on the 
cross than have the world to be redeemed by violence. Christian nonviolence is not a strategy to 
rid the world of violence, but rather the way Christians must live in a world of violence.  30

Besides being good at killing, Hauerwas identified another deep-seated American value equally 

incongruent with Christ-likeness.…  

And this would be kind of a Niebuhrian point…. One of the tensions within the American 
society is the disconnect between the morality necessary to sustain a serious military and the 
ethos of the American people. What was the fundamental thing that George Bush said after 
September 11?… what is the moral response of the American people to September 11th? “[Go 
out and] Shop.” So now you have the American military, which is an honour society, defending a 
social order whose deepest moral commitment is shopping. How do you do that?  [They kill and 31

die to protect our “freedom.” But what can freedom mean if the prime instance of the exercise of 
such freedom is to shop? The very fact that we can and do go to war is a moral necessity for a 
nation of consumers.]  32

 Hauerwas, Performing the Faith, 206.28

 Ibid., 202.29

 Ibid., 203.30

 Hauerwas, above sited March 11, 2006 verbatim transcript continued.31

 Hauerwas, Dissent, 186.32
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For Hauerwas, September 11, 2001 revealed deep-seated American values that are diametrically 

opposed to the values taught by Jesus Christ; “Christians are not called to be heroes or shoppers, we 

are called to be holy.”  33

 As a contrasting interlocutor to Stanley Hauerwas, the late Jean Bethke Elshtain emerged 

after September 11 as a leading voice justifying a violent retaliation. In her book Just War Against 

Terror: The Burden of American Power in a Violent World, Elshtain disregards the pacifist 

“sentimentalism” of Hauerwas and leaves no place for love and mercy in any formulation of a 

Christian response to September 11. For Elshtain, attempts to understand and justify the rage 

against the West, and accept some measure of responsibility for possible reasons people hate and 

want to kill us “becomes a form of what Dietrich Bonhoeffer called ‘cheap grace’–or ‘cheap guilt’ 

in this case.”  She viewed talk of love and mercy as “simply issuing greeting card nostrums.”  Of 34 35

course she does not say straight away “Jesus stood on the mountainside and issued greeting card 

nostrums.” However, as Jesus clarified to Saul/Paul that his murderous animosity toward those 

following Him was the same as animosity toward Him (Acts 9:4), a case could be made that in 

dismissing pacifist voices, Elshtain is demonstrating very little regard for Jesus’ Sermon on the 

Mount as anything to be taken seriously. 

 Her introductory chapter titled “Politics is Not the Nursery” is a patronisation of what she 

considers “naive reactions in a time of crisis” from people who are “unwilling or unable to peer into 

the heart of darkness… [having] banished the word evil from their vocabularies.”  It is not clear if 36

 Ibid., 188.33

 Elshtain, Jean Bethke. Just War Against Terror: The Burden of American Power in a Violent World. (New York: Basic 34

Books/Perseus Books Group, 2003), 117-118.  Her reference here is specifically against Dr. Tony Campolo who, in 
October 2001, said “We don’t know much about the Crusades, but there isn’t a Muslim in the world that doesn’t know 
about the Crusades. Where, in the name of Jesus, we slaughtered how many thousands and thousands of innocent 
people, a lot of them women and children.” Elshtain responded with; “This allusion taps the vein of Christian guilt… 
but Campolo’s words lack historic depth and particularity. He provides no context and makes no mention of the prior 
wars of Islamic conquest that had expelled Christians from lands they long inhabited…. Dr. Campolo deploys the 
Crusades in a mood of self-flagellation while speaking to young American students who cannot in any way be held 
accountable for what a group of European horsed warriors did in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.”

 Ibid., 108.35

 Ibid., 1.36
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she also had a naive unrealistic Jesus in mind when she wrote those words. It could hardly be said 

of Jesus when he said “turn the other cheek” that he was ignorant of the heart of darkness in the evil 

that comes against us. Hauerwas rebutted: “she does not consider that non-violence may be one of 

the ways Christians have been given to resist evil… the assumption underlying all of this is that 

good Christians simply accept the American solution…”  37

 In October 2003 in his conservative ecumenical journal First Things, Richard John 

Neuhaus’ gave Hauerwas an opportunity to have a public exchange with Jean Bethke Elshtain about 

her defence of a retaliatory September 11 response. Hauerwas sharply, very sharply, criticised 

Elshtain’s entire book appealing to a burden of American strength in the world as “nothing more 

than an uncritical justification of the ideology of America as empire” and that “America needs to 

stop exporting itself by force.”  Hauerwas concluded: “in the end, the use of Christian language 38

and ideas in this book is nothing more than window-dressing for a passion to impose America on 

the world. It is not a book whose argument should convince Christians.”  39

 My nullification of Elshtain’s argument is much more simple. It is simply yet another 

example of a religious-sounding rejection of Jesus’ way being the better way; that way being the 

way of non-retaliation in the Sermon on the Mount. So much of the Sermon on the Mount is about 

how that which is in us must be different than that which is in others. In what John R.W. Stott 

considered the key to the entire Sermon on the Mount, Matthew 6:8, Jesus said “and do not be like 

them.”  The violence in them cannot be in us. If we even have anger in our hearts, Jesus identified 40

that as the same spirit in murder in us as is in them. Hauerwas in so much points out the same spirit 

of violence in the aggressor is also in the retaliator when he challenges Elshtain here: 

 Hauerwas, Stanley and Paul J. Griffiths, and Jean Bethke Elshtain. First Things,“War, Peace & Jean Bethke Elshtain: 37

An Exchange. October 2003.

 Ibid.38

 Ibid. 39

 Stott. John R.W.. Christian Counter-Culture: The Message of the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5-7). (Downers 40

Grove, Illinois: Inter-Varsity Press, 1978), 18.
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“One fights back,” she says, “against those who have declared you a mortal enemy unfit to share 
our beautiful earth” which could be a sentence lifted from an al-Qaeda training manual. 
Elshtain’s advocacy of the demonic other’s elimination via a new imperialism is no more 
nuanced and just as fevered as the demonic other’s advocacy of her elimination. 

For Hauerwas, even calling a retaliatory response a “war on terrorism” gives victory to Osama bin 

Laden. Making him and his associates into warriors and enemy combatants is a win for them 

considering what they truly are is murderers. Hauerwas makes the point: 

[Elshtain] rightly argues that those who kill themselves in attacks on civilians are not martyrs but 
murderers, but she fails to draw the obvious conclusion that you do not go to “war” against 
murderers. Instead, you try to arrest them.  41

What should “turn the other cheek” mean to a Christian President the morning after a September 

11? Perhaps, solve the murder. Perhaps, not kill more people.  

 If we can love and pray for enemies, perhaps also we can talk to them.  The key question is 42

what does a crisis create an opportunity for us to do? Perhaps they create opportunities for us to 

dump heaping coals on the heads of our enemies,  snuffing out the plans of the Spirit of Violence 43

in them which had hopes to soon possess us as well. Jesus’ crisis on the Cross was the very moment 

 Hauerwas/Griffiths, An Exchange.41

 In his bravado, perhaps former U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney might again scoff and tout extra-Biblical pieties; 42

“We don’t negotiate with evil; we defeat it.” After having spend two decades mediating between governments and 
terrorist organisations, Jonathan Powell wrote an important book entitled: Talking to Terrorists: How to End Armed 
Conflicts. Powell makes the case that eventually all governments talk to terrorists but it is always long after many others 
have died. He starts his book; “All terrorists, at the invitation of the government, end up with drinks in the Dorchester,” 
said Hugh Gaitskell, the former leader of the Labour Party. What he meant was that governments of all political colours 
and in all countries repeatedly say they will never talk to terrorist groups and yet they nearly always do so eventually, 
and in the end usually treat their leaders as statesmen….  If there is only military pressure and no political way out other 
than surrender, the armed group will resist to the death. If you accept that you cannot kill them all– and that in 
attempting to do so you will create martyrs and more recruits for the cause– then, at some stage, you will have to talk, 
and however long you continue fighting you always arrive back, sooner or later, at that same point.” 
' Source: Powell, Jonathan. Talking to Terrorists: How to End Armed Conflicts. (London: Vintage, 2014), 1, 13.

 Oscar Wilde once joked, “Always forgive your enemies, nothing annoys them so much.”43
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when evil was defeated by love. Having the Ten Commandments posted in our courtrooms does not 

make for a Christian nation. Christ-likeness is truly evident, or not evident, in the war room.   44

 In formulating her argument for retaliation, Elshtain makes no appeal to return to the 

directives of Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount. Instead she appeals to Niebuhr and Tillich, 

particularly in chapter seven; Where is the Legacy of Niebuhr and Tillich? Appealing to Tillich is to 

embrace the notion that the Sermon on the Mount presents an ethic irrelevant to the real world. It is 

to believe Jesus stood on the mountainside and said “I’m going to tell you some things that will feel 

good and sound good, but they are things that are of no relevance to the real problems of the greater 

world.” Elshtain, citing Tillich; “there has never been a time when love alone ruled; that is 

impossible in this world. There has always been violence and injustice and falsehood.”   45

 Elshtain celebrates Tillich as one who offered a “powerful example of a theologian 

confronting the social and political reality of his time.” She writes “it does little good to speak 

simplistically of turning the other cheek….” In other words, we need Tillich’s in the pulpits today 

and in the positions of political power, people who know better than Jesus how to confront the 

complex social and political realities of these times. The last thing we need are sentimental Christ-

followers who actually think it is possible to love enemies and forgive on both individual and 

national levels. 

 The morning after an evil slaughter in America, President Obama predictably uses the crisis as an opportunity to 44

advance gun controls. Conservatives decry this amounts to castrating yourself because your philandering neighbour has 
too many kids. Back and forth we fight amongst ourselves. A measure of insanity ensues in times of crisis and we 
search for the enemy outside ourselves and engage in additional insanities. ISIS shoots down a Russian commercial 
airliner full of innocent people. In retaliation, Russia bombs Syria. ISIS bombs France. France bombs ISIS in the 
vicinity of Syria. ISIS shoots up California. Democrats go after American guns. Chicago shootings are entirely ignored. 
And stunning numbers of Christians stockpile ammo. One wonders if the Sermon on the Mount is nothing more than 
irrelevant platitudes to those of us who consider ourselves Christians.

 Hauerwas/Griffiths, An Exchange. 105.45
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 Tillich apparently recovered from his spiritual and emotional breakdown in the years 

between the wars.  By the Second World War his justifications for war re-emerged, though in a 46

notably more tempered form. 

It is a military necessity to bombard and to reduce places to rubble in which the enemy is 
entrenched. It is a military necessity to destroy factories, bridges, and depots on a forced retreat. 
But it is not a military necessity to make a wasteland out of a country, to drive the inhabitants 
before you, or to leave them for death. It is not a necessity to wipe out the enemy nation… It is 
not a military necessity to massacre millions of women and children and old people, directly or 
indirectly.  47

It is this tempered (sanitised and lip-service humanitarian) form of violence and retaliation that 

Elshtain celebrates as an inspiring legacy and example for the realities of our conflicts today. 

Equating “turning the other cheek” to “looking the other way” she calls it “irresponsibility cloaked 

in Christian terms.”   48

 Elshtain’s concern is to underscore that “Jesus preached no doctrine of universal 

benevolence.” She raises concerns about those who concentrate on God’s love rather than God’s 

justice. 

That love is sometimes reduced to a diffuse benignity that is then enjoined on believers. This 
kind of faith descends into sentimentalism fast. But how do believers translate the message of the 
Christian Saviour into an ethic of worldly engagement if an ethic of universal niceness misses 
the point?  49

Elshtain is a well-received advocate of just war theory. Just war justifies the emotional and rational 

responses that come natural to human beings and is a decided diversion around the plain teaching of 

 Elshtain omits Tillich’s interesting personal journey through both World Wars. In 1914 he was preaching battlefield 46

sermons “with the patriotic invocation, ‘War Comrades!’ and his messages are on themes that include ‘living means 
dying for a cause’, giving one’s life for the Fatherland, protecting one’s homeland [Heimat] from ‘evil,’ and the belief 
that the spiritual struggle and the struggle of the war are one in the same.” Over the course of the war he broke down 
emotionally, spiritually and mentally and lost confidence in his earlier justifications for war and in his belief that God 
was on Germany’s side. In 1916 he was disciplined and sent to the front lines by a brigadier general for arguing about 
how to pray in war. “The general insisted that Tillich preach that prayer could protect a soldier from enemy fire. Tillich 
argued with this and refused. In October, he found himself transferred to the frontline and in the heat of the battle. After 
a close friend died, he suffered a nervous breakdown.… His previous image of God lies dead on the battlefield, and he 
must begin to rethink his former theological convictions.”  Source: Brittain, Christopher Craig. Religion at Ground 
Zero: Theological Responses in Times of Crisis. (London: Continuum International Publishing Group, 2011), 52-53.

 Elshtain, Just War Against Terror., 106-10747

 Ibid., 106.48

 Ibid., 100. 49
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Jesus on enemy love and non-retaliation. Appealing to justice is not the same as an appeal to Jesus. 

Frequently our justifications for war somehow supersede Jesus and nullify the Sermon on the 

Mount and negate the path He himself took and told us to follow Him down. 

 After calling us to the legacy of Tillich, Elshtain then directs us to Reinhold Niebuhr  who 50

also considered Sermon on the Mount living impossible in the real world.  In remarkably false 51

statements about forgiveness, Elshtain quotes Niebuhr; “[Forgiveness is possible] only to those who 

have some recognition of common guilt [for all have fallen short].”  There is nothing true about 52

that statement. We do not have to wait until the offending party accepts some recognition of a 

common guilt to pray, “Father forgive them, for they know not what they do.” In fact, Jesus’ 

teaching presents the opposite challenge to us, we are not to wait until they have a knowledge of 

what they have done.  

 An interesting exchange occurred between the Niebuhr brothers on the subject of military intervention in the Sino-50

Japanese conflict of the early thirties; non-involvement vs. involvement. Reinhold published an essay in the 23 March 
1932 issue of The Christian Century entitled "The Grace of Doing Nothing.” A week later, H. Richard offered a critique 
of his brother’s essay with his own essay entitled “Must We Do Nothing,” also published in The Christian Century. 
Reinhold wrote opposing military involvement making a case for non-involvement; “It is the opposite approach from 
that of the irate father who believes that every false reaction on the part of his child may be cured by a verbal physical 
or economic spanking.” His contention was that there are several types of non-involvement and that “the inactivity of 
radical Christianity is not the inactivity of those who call evil good: it is the inaction of those who do not judge their 
neighbours because they cannot fool themselves into a sense of superior righteousness. It is not the inactivity of a 
resigned patience, but of a patience that is full of hope and is based on faith. It is not the inactivity of the noncombatant, 
for it knows that there are no noncombatants, that everyone is involved, that China is being crucified (though the term is 
very inaccurate) by our sins and those of the whole world. It is not the inactivity of the merciless, for works of mercy 
must be performed though they are only palliates to ease present pain while the process of healing depends on deeper, 
more actual and urgent forces.” H. Richard’s subsequent counter-essay argued for military involvement with the 
following statements quite related to my essay here; “I realise quite well that my brother's position both in its ethical 
perfectionism and in its apocalyptic note is closer to the gospel than mine. In confessing that, I am forced to admit that I 
am unable to construct an adequate social ethic out of a pure love ethic. I cannot abandon the pure love ideal because 
anything which falls short of it is less than the ideal. But I cannot use it fully if I want to assume a responsible attitude 
towards the problems of society.” Sources: Niebuhr, H. Richard, ‘The Grace of Doing Nothing’, The Christian Century 
49 (23 March 1932): 378-380. Also, Niebuhr, Reinhold, ‘Must We Do Nothing?’, The Christian Century 49 (30 March 
1932): 415-41.

 Neibuhr, Reinhold. An Interpretation of Christian Ethics. (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1935, 1963), 36-37. 51

Neibuhr stated: “Nevertheless it must be admitted that the ethical rigour of the early Church was maintained through the 
hope of the second coming of Christ and the establishment of his Kingdom. When the hope of the parousia waned the 
rigour of the Christian ethic was gradually dissipated and the Church, forced to come to terms with the relativities of 
politics and economics and the immediate necessities of life…”  In other words, the Sermon on the Mount was at best 
an interim ethic, an “impossible possibility” for Christians. Neibuhr argued in the pages sited here “the particular ethical 
strategy of the early Church depended upon an illusion in regard to history.” Apparently Jesus could not have been more 
mistaken and misguided on that mountainside. This is the legacy Elshtain believed should inform us today.

 Elshtain, Just War Against Terror, 107.52
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 In addition to Elshtain, another major interlocutor on this essay’s concerning question is 

Nigel Biggar; his main justifications for retaliation and war are in his book In Defence of War.  53

Curiously in his other important book, Burying the Past: Making Peace and Doing Justice After 

Civil Conflict, like Niebuhr and Elshtain, Biggar also places extra-Biblical requirements on 

extending forgiveness. He gives two elements of forgiveness. The first is compassion which he says 

is a part of forgiveness that is unilateral and unconditional. However his second element of 

forgiveness is conditional and “does depend on the prior repentance of the wrongdoer.”  

This is the moment of absolution– the “I forgive you and will henceforth treat you as if you had 
done me no wrong!” This part, which completes the process of reconciliation, must withhold 
itself until repentance is demonstrated, because otherwise the wrongdoer will learn nothing, and 
the injury he has done to one, he will now proceed to do to others. Clearly, since Al Qaeda has 
not yet repudiated terrorism, this conditional part of forgiveness has no appropriate role to place 
in America’s response to the events of September 11.  54

There is nothing in that statement congruent with the teaching of Jesus on forgiveness. The two 

presenting choices for the Christian President the day after a September 11, simply put, are to steer 

a nation down a path of forgiveness and reconciliation or down a path of retaliation. Niebuhr, 

Elshtain and Biggar could not be more wrong. That Biggar’s statements are found in a book on 

post-conflict justice and peace processes are all the more puzzling. Making peace is never 

dependant on the aggressor admitting their errors. Turning the other cheek is about what we do, not 

what they have done or will do in the future. 

 In Elshtain’s appeal to Niebuhr, Hauerwas wonders if she (like Niebuhr himself) believed 

that “in order to contemplate going to war, Christians had to become somewhat less than true 

Christians, that is followers of Jesus Christ.”  Hauerwas is underscoring the self-evident. A person 55

has to decidedly choose to become somewhat less than Christ-like to justify retaliation. 

 Biggar, Nigel. In Defense of War. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013.53

 Biggar, Nigel ed., Burying the Past: Making Peace and Doing Justice After Civil Conflict. (Washington, D.C.: 54

Georgetown University Press, 2003), 328-329. 

 Hauerwas/Griffiths, An Exchange.55
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 Elshtain devoted a chapter to “The Pulpit Responds to Terror” which in theory, is a great 

place to look for a Christ-like response to September 11. Generally, she lamented in the chapter that 

what was coming forth from pulpits, at least mainline ones, was a sort of “crypto-pacifism” and that 

“overall, our religious leaders seemed to have lost touch with the tradition articulated so brilliantly 

by Tillich and Niebuhr.”  She lamented “there has been a falling away from the just war tradition 56

in much Catholic thinking on war and peace over the last twenty-five years.”  It is incredible to see 57

the phrase falling away, apostasy, used to describe those who return to the teaching of Jesus in the 

Sermon on the Mount. It is like saying the Prodigal fell away and returned to the Father.  

 Elshtain’s assessments of the pulpit in the aftermath of September 11th hardly tell the full 

story. My equally subjective assessment is frankly, the opposite of hers entirely. This was a period 

of time where I was in dialog with many pastors all across America and there was significant note-

sharing and substantial conversation about what we were each hearing or discerning from God and 

what we were each feeling led to preach. Few interpreted the times as I did.  Most, in my 58

estimation, were very supportive of a military response and preached justifications to rid the world 

of such evil. Large segments of evangelicalism quickly shifted away from any discernible pacifism 

into a baptised form of nationalism and patriotism. 

 My sense during that period was entirely different in that it seemed significant to me, how in 

Biblical times, God sometimes used invading pagan nations, Babylonians or Assyrians, as 

 Elshtain, Just War Against Terror, 112-113.56

 Ibid., 115.57

 On that first post-September 11th Sunday, September 16, 2001, I chose Amos 3:6, a dangerous text for my sermon; 58

“When disaster comes to a city, has not the Lord caused it?” The suggestion was perhaps this isn’t all just the Enemy’s 
doing. Perhaps God can be found at work somewhere as well. Like America, Amos was a prophet to a prosperous 
nation that thought it had reached an untouchable status; that things that happen to other nations could not happen to 
them. Recall, Amos is the book of the Bible where we read a repetition of various calamities God sent upon their cities, 
economies and communities, to wake them up spiritually; “I gave you empty stomach in every city and a lack of bread 
in every town, yet you have not returned to me… I also withheld rain from you… Many times I struck your gardens and 
vineyards… I sent plagues among you as I did to Egypt… I killed your young men with the sword… yet you have not 
returned to me” (Amos 4:6-12).  The Sunday after September 11 the message I felt led to give was to say; “If the only 
thing that changes in America in one year’s time is that we have tighter airport security then all those who died this 
week died in vain.” (Unpublished manuscript of my September 16, 2001 sermon entitled “Sometimes God Shouts” 
based on Amos 3:6 given at Church at the Gate in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. The message title comes from the familiar 
C.S. Lewis line in his book The Problem of Pain; “God whispers to us in our pleasures, speaks in our consciences, but 
shouts in our pains. It is his megaphone to rouse a deaf world.”)
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judgments against his people with the redemptive purpose of waking them up spiritually. 

Suggestively in my sermons, I postulated about how God is more interested in our response, in what 

we do, than in what they have done to us. If there is any legitimacy to the controversial supposition 

that God did play a role in September 11 by lifting his protective hand just enough for America’s 

enemies to strike the nation, then to retaliate would be to fight back against what God himself was 

sovereignly purposing to do. To retaliate would be to kick against the goads.   59

 To retaliate would be to ignore the wake up call. American did just that. Hauerwas recalls 

how the “silence created by destruction was soon shattered by the need for revenge…” 

…The flag that flew in mourning was soon transformed into a pride-filled thing; the blood-
strained flag of victims transformed into the flag of the indomitable American spirit. We will 
prevail no matter how many people we must kill to rid ourselves of the knowledge that 
Americans died as victims. Americans do not get to die as victims. They have to be heroes.  60

Instead of September 11 provoking the nation to a response of repentance and renewed dependance 

on God, American leadership doubled-down in defiance. As Rabbi Jonathan Cahn noticed and later 

wrote about in his book, The Harbinger, in the September 11 aftermath, three times American 

leadership publicly and defiantly referenced Isaiah 9:11 (a hauntingly coincidental chapter and 

verse for 9/11).   61

 One example will suffice. The U.S. Senate Majority Leader at that time was Senator Tom 

Daschle from South Dakota. On the day after September 11, on the floor of the U.S. Senate, Senator 

Daschle partially quoted Isaiah 9:11. 

Nothing--nothing--can replace the losses that have been suffered. I know there is only the 
smallest measure of inspiration that can be taken from this devastation. But there is a passage in 
the Bible from Isaiah that I think speaks to all of us at times such as this: The bricks have fallen 
down, but we will rebuild with dressed stone; the fig trees have been felled, but we will replace 
them with cedars. That is what we will do. We will rebuild and we will recover. The people of 

 Acts 9:5, 26:14.59
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America will stand strong together because the people of America have always stood together. 
And those of us privileged to serve this great Nation will stand with you.    62

There we can see this “flag of the indomitable American spirit” being waved once again. However, 

the Isaiah 9:8-11 text in its entirety is actually about a spirit of defiance in a nation at a time of crisis 

and how this national pride is offensive to God. The entire passage is as follows. 

The Lord sent a word into Jacob, and it hath lighted upon Israel. And all the people shall know, 
even Ephraim and the inhabitants of Samaria, that say in the pride and stoutness of heart, “The 
bricks are fallen down, but we will build with hewn stones: the sycamores are cut down, but we 
will change them into cedars…” 

Defiance… we will rebuild even bigger and better than before is an ungodly response to a national 

tragedy. A renewed dependance on God would be the opposite response.  

 To conclude in brief, what should “turn the other cheek” mean to a Christian President the 

morning after a September 11? Perhaps it should, at minimum, mean a renewed dependance on God 

and not a recommitment to our own defiant strengths. Hardly a naive strategy, love is indeed the 

foreign policy of the Kingdom of God.  
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